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Effects on traveling 
-You are forced to wear a mask for traveling 

-You are forced to be in a quarantine for 10 days

-You are recommended to stay 10 days in a quarantine. No matter where you are 
coming from.

-You cannot travel to a lot of countries without proper reasoning

-
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Effects on sports 

-In tournaments you are recommended to wear a mask if you are watching

-Most of professional tournaments have been postponed. 

-Skate 

- 
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Effects on leisure
- Limited amount of people in places like amusement parks and waterparks 
- Certain places are opening and closing depending on the situation 
- Highly suggested mask usage
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Effects on cultural activities
-Most plays have been ether postponed or cancelled 

- Limited seating

- What can be online is mostly online

- 
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Effects in media consumption
-Tik Tok has risen to be the most popular social media during this pandemic

-News are all about the pandemic 

-People are staying inside more, so they also happen to use more media
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Effects in a casual life
-Gathering has been limited to 50 people

-Many possible jobs that are possible to do remotely have been transferred to 
remote work like software engineering  

-Masks are highly suggested to use in public indoor facilities (including schools) 
and public transportation

-Being slightly sick means that you stay home from school 

-Excessive usage of hand sanitizer  

-Social distancing recommended 
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Things that have stayed the same
- People are keeping the same amount of distance from each other outdoors 

(which is a lot)  
- They still exercise outside and walk their dogs 
- They still go to their cottages 
- Shopping hasn’t changed much


